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Dear Friends,

when the Editor had to leave us for St.Mary's Hospital,

Portsmouth, our Smile was sadly suspended. The Captain of the

crew gone, and the rest of us left lihea broken bundle of

ship—wrecked travellers on a raft. how, what will be done

to save the raft from the terrible disaster of a complete

break upon the rocks? We realised the tragedy of that

possible fate — subscribers all over the world would be

wondering and worrying, writing and wiring to know the reason

for the non—arrival of the one and only periodical which

made life worth living from month to month. The predOninent

fear which seized, not only the literary lights in the

Editorial room, both back and front, but also all the patients

and whole of the staff, together, of course, with the

Committee of Manaaement, was the sure impression to be given.

at home and abroad that the death of the 0.3. must mean the

disappearance of Le Court. The fate of our renowned shelter

hung in the balance. NO 0.3, and so no Cheshire Home at LiSS

any more.

? o — 0 — o —

That terror Spread further afield. WOuld the cessation

of the 0.3. also mean a horrible suspicion that all the

other Cheshire Homes were to expire for the need of this

monthly sustenance and necessary tonic? Then came a Shaft

‘03 light through the cloud — good news of the Editor's

condition from the hospital: "slowly improving." so trusting

to the recovery of the patient and, at some time in the near

future, his return to Le court, the deserted peeple on the

raft took their bearings “amid the encircling gloom," and

dabbled their way into the nearest port. There they foraged

and found courage and material to make a deeperete effort to

continue the voyage of the 0.8. through this stormy passage,

until once again it had its captain on the bridge and its

man at the helm - really two in one. And Mr.Sydney Badford‘

is also much more besides in the life of this famous ‘

publication. we all wish him a speedy re—ippearance into his

"office", and with the untiring interest and marvellous

energy he has ever displayed in this bold adventure of the C.S.

ONE ON THE RAFT.
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NEWS AND SCREWS

, It is "in the taper" that a Derbyshire clergyman has

actually bought from the Meteorological Society one acre of

lunar land, meaning to build the first church on the moon. If
he is somewhere else and cannot be found when the first space
ship shoots into the stratosphere, six children he has interested
in the expedition will take first places in the queue to board
the liner and be responsible for the development of the plan on

their arrival.

The clergyman gives no intimation of his own whereabouts
at the time of the explorers departure, but.h0ping, of course,
to view the proceedings from a still higher altitude and in
quite comfortable surroundings. is only mention this unique and
'daring transaction to assure our readers that every precaution
is being taken to keep this magnetic information from reaching
one ear of Group Captain Cheshire, v.0.

EEEAE, EXPECTATIONS

It is also in Lrint that the Grout Captain has onened four
Homes in India - in Bombeys Calcutta, Madras and Delhi which
are staffed partly by English people and partly by Indian. He
proposes to "Indianise" them all as soon as Lossible. A fifth
Home is not far ahead. 'But a doubt exists in the minds of the
group Captain's admirers and co-oLeretors about the number stated.
His stay in indie extended over a whole period of six calendar
months, and they may be allowed to susyect that the printer's

surely included in the actual number. After all, 40 homes in six
months could be more like the Group Captain's reel achievement
and true story. We warn the world that any suspicion of slacking
by our Founder should be disyersed-et once, and as he has returned
to India to continue his apostolate there, we shall soon hear '
further confirmation of his ever—widening activities in that
part of the world. ’It is not fully understood that as there
was no limit for the G.C's flights through the air in former
years, there is no restriction to his hope over the earth in

mewntmwe Imfis—?

BUT NOTE AED REMEMBER
W

Because the foregoing news may leave e sad and disappointed
reflection that it seems as if no more Homes are to be opened in
England — is the G.C. forgetting his large growing family of

compositor has erroneously omitted to insert an ”0” behind'the "4",
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families in this country. "We wish it to be known far and

wide he has definitely stated that his mission in India does

not mean the end of his own attentions to his own people.

Ituis only natural that a certain regret is felt at his

[ absence by those especially who are shouldering those ’ ,

difficulties which always accompany fresh starts, and also by

I those who are in the rank and file of his many factotums.’

l

f 3.
,

I

Any Squadron cannot like to lose its leader, and the G.C's

. present-squadron is a devoted band. rut this leader, with the

touch of Nelson, expects everyone to do his duty without

having it attached all the time to his leading strings. We

_; , must, too, bear in mind there is that kind of Charity which,

. beginning at home,cannot step there. So while the 9.0. wings

a his philanthropic flights into distant parts, we feel sure the

I confidence of those he leaves behind will be strengthened and

, stimulated by the example of this unrestricted desire to help

I all members of the race who have fallen by the wayside.

Perhaps it is not generally known that, before leaving us, a

Home for mentally defective children was on the agenda. His

charity extends to both place and kind:

QERRENT COMMENTS AT LE COURT

, l. - Was it the Treasurer of the Welfare Committee, who, being

| reminded, on his appointnent to that office, of the risky

, reSponsibility of protecting other people's money, and admitting

‘ he always likedsome himself, told the meeting that, as the job

\ offered opportunities of using a helping hand with accounts, he

‘ did not mind doing a bit of HARD Linoun?, And was the Treasurer

heard to mutter and munLle when the appointment of an auditor

t . was announced?

[ —o,~o—o-

2. Much more confirmation of the whiSper will be needed to

, make it fully audible that'Joy (above all teople) is

f reSponsible for telling the Commander — Jordan (above all

people) she was quite, quite sure that the expression and

description "landed gentry" must mean"married men."

.. O .. O _ G ..

3. Also, praise—worthy scepticism is maintained among both

patients and staff, and certainly by knowledgable visitors and

friends, concerning a rash suspicion that Harold (above all

people) asked his very rich grandmother to make a noise like a

frog, because (he remembered) his father had told him he would

get "a big bagful" when she creakcd,   
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4. And isn't it true — contrary to malignant rumour — that
on the one day "Johnny Ray” failed to take Leneil in hand to
continue his drenotie inspirations, it was NOT a heartbreaking
love affair which imLeded the outflow, but just a single,
sharp; short snap of writer's cramp?

5. Again, it is only fair to state that it is not mere rumour

6.

but firm belief that (a) floating along flooded floors at Le
Court (b) heaving on stormy sees in mid-Atlantic, might, only
might, for only the shortest possible Leriel, distract Molly's
attention from the congletions of her Lersonal eLLearanee:
that is as it should be. Example as well as Lreeept.

-It is scientifically established that ALCOHOL preserves
almost anything intact — one quite usual and slipyery execution.
So, the Welfare Committee, soliciteus for all reputations, is
anxious to scotch any suspicion that if any tip-top or low—down
secrets eseaLe from the Home, THAT m consumed on the premises —
is NOT the exLlenetion of any release. christmes Day excluded "
used to be. But many things change with time. -~

——-————__—___

:elow, we are very Lleased to lublish this touching reminiscence
of 3 "Friend of Le Court", but may no one of another generation
have such an impression to offer.

‘

ELEGY on a DESERTED AIEFIELD -W

In memory of Peter S., R.A.F.V.R.

16th March, 1944 — R.I.P.

An empty tower

In silence reigns

o'er deserted 'field

Where are the 'planes?

where are the gallant.

Fighter crews,

Who all in young courgge

Did gaily choose

To risk their lives

4nd ell — '

To heed .

Their homeland's call.

Ghostly'hanger

Stands forlorn,

Barren eenoteLh

To what has gone.
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Long disused airstrip

Waits in vain,

Adorned with diamonds

- of tear—like rain.

No aircraft signals

Overhead:

Twilight
'

stillness reigns instead

The young moon Climbs

Cold stars gleam ....

Church clock rings out

o'er peaceful scene:

Those hazardous times seem

Far away:

With just toleration

Such calm night stay —

'If this be in man's heart again

Ah: Then

The prize

Was worth the pain:

O.Trewick

 

A FfiILE BY PCSEA

Once uLon a time there lived an evil man - he was very
mean, and, as ell good children know, meanness is almost
unforgiveable.

On a syring morning, long ago, he decided that to preserve
his house, not to beautify it, of course, he must Laint it
thoroughly, and so, Lurchasing not quite enough Laint and
one brush, he troceeded about his task feeling quite virtuous
It is a fact t u mean peogle feel virtuous when doing something
to their own advantage.

soon the paint was slreed thihly — one must not waste —
from dormer window to kitchen door, and from the attic to the
coal collar. is he worked the brush's bristles became shorter
and shorter until, with the last stroke, there really was
nothing left to the brush but the handle.

fie gathered all the peotle of the village together and
S‘Cuid: "'  
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"Behold: '” house painted with but one brush. All of

this I did with these two hands. This is a record: The

first man to fly the Atlantic. The first man to sit uyen

a pole for three weeks and now the first-man, myself" he bowed

to his audience, "who has painted e house with one brush!"

The crowd murmured and said "A record: of course, why did

we not see it lefore. Surely one of the great ones." They

slapped him on the back and sang his yrsises. The daily

newsPepers, only having silly old were and such like to

report, gave the matter very great publicity. People who ed

nothing better to do came from for and wide to see the house

painted with only one brush and you would be surprised to

know how many people have nothing better to do.

This mean man became famous beyond his wildest dreams

and, I am sorry to say children, he lived to a ripe old age

which he attributed to the fact that he did not smoke or

drink: although he did drink port and lemon, which as

everyone knows is a teetotel drink, — if he could find some»

one to gay for it: .- '

If you are gassing through this village you can still

enter this house. Ycu will be able to see ”The house painted

with one brush,"and you will, no.doutt, agree that it is a

record. There on the well you will see'the'lsst remaining

heir sticking out like stuhLle on a men's chin, but if you

do, you will have raid your entrance fee. '

" 0 :. 0:0..2: ..

BUT WAIT I; we: rose; .

Our own steciel thriller troducer,-Johnny Ray, might

intervene on the above story, and we venture to surmise his acute

comments — "earn: that's newt for Layers c neke s fuss on —

aneuse with an 'air stuck on. My Sunday paper shows the winder

where the bloke-jumped wot murdered his wife, and e Lig picture

of the rollin pin 'e it er on the 'ed wif. I wouldn‘t give

half a fag to see a nousc wif a neir stuch on, but I'd give

half a dollar to see the 'nuse where Jack the Ripper had is ,

supper on Saturday nights and the places where he bashed those

wimmin. Blinieiv thats sunnet to make a fuss on. But a nouse

with e noir on — Bah! Got a fag?" '
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The first Mss. which has caught the eye of a distracted

member of the emergency raft is just the very one to be

given immediate place in this issue: that is, when the editor

himself cannot conceal its appearance, and his poor subordinates

are eager to take the first chance to proclaim his ascendancy

in the literary life of Le Court. On the Mss. itself there is

no indication of its author, but, in making that remark, it is

not intended to convey the suspicion that the deluge of

laudations has issued from the editorial pen itself: in fact,

this Mes. would never have seen daylight at all had the editor

been in the chair, or, anywhere near it. — A close observer

of mr.sydney Redford, with a full knowledge of his persistent"

endeavours to make the 0.5. a link between the Home and its

Friends, must have felt that the public should know this

energetic, capable and self—effacing person,who writes, arranges

and completes through difficulties and distractions all but

impossible to realise by the sound in.heelth and free in limb.

If a certain anticipation and hope had been fulfilled, the 0.3.

would, by now, have probably appeared from cover to cover in

perfect type. But the only patient able to use the printing

press, kindly given to the Home, was making good progress with

flthe task when.hisvdenth occurred. No other'patient has yet

arrived to continue that much desired climax to the effort.

But when he does appear "Friends" can look forward to a

publication which will be a danger to the circulation of our

contemporary called “Punch". In the meantime, we rely upon our

present'readers to continue their support. The 0.3. is not

intended to be a "money—making game,“ and there is no prOSpect

of converting it into a challenge to Premium Bonds attractive—

ness. The main object is to make it a contribution to the

family life of the Home, giving the patients another interest

for whatever they can do to compliment their other activities.

Still, the money problem has to be faced, and its solution

would be freed from anxious moments if every reader renewed

his subscription, and, with all our defects, could gather

courage to obtain another subscriber. So, ladies and gentlemen,

may we . - . .

INTRODUCE THE EDITOR - SYDNEY RADEORD

He is a genius who starts with a dummy of many blank pages

twelve times 8 year. Twelve times 3 year he somehow manages to

fill them, and produces a succession of lovely readable editions.

He knows all the pooh traps of policy and the roundabout

ways of circulation. He can pick his way through printers'

jargon and knows the right moment to use red, black, blue or  
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green ink. He is brimful of toot when confronted with that
recurring nightmare — yress day. He needs to be, for writers
and artists are invariably inCapable of reading a calendar or
remembering a date. .

'

His news sense and-hunches are internationally famous.

He knows everyone; and also knows anyone who can possibly

know somebody.

His personality is magnetic. His patience sugerhuman. His
ability to.do researCh Work is incredible and his memory phenomenal.

He always has an art quotation ready and really does know

what'Mr.Gladstone said-in eighteen diddle diddle. His'back
is broad enough to take all the kicks. If there is a libel

action, with damages, he L3ys.. His sense of humour is as p ._
broad as the seeps of his rejection slips and his apretite for{;

work is insatiable. HO presides over all Editorial Conferences,
His presence is vital although he may be almost invisible behind.

his table uLon which is a growing barrier of MSS, documents,
pulls, drawings and blocks.

- ' ,

He makes'yronounceuents imperturbably, now and then,

flicking his cigarette and filling higher and higher the deep

ash trays that are already brinful with stubs, — tangible signs'

of the inspirations that have gone down on taper, or up in smoke.

'~ 0 - O — o —

JUST AFTER THAT WELL—DESERVED TRIBUTE

WAS INSERTED IE THE DUMMY COPY OF THE

0.8. WE RECEIVED VERY DISQUIETING

NEWS OF THE EDITOR'S CONDITION. AND

TREE CAME ANOTHER RELIEF. THAT CRISIS

HAD PASSED, ENE wE RRE AGAIN COMFORTED

To ENTERTnIN ANOTHER HOPE OF.A

'_mewmr
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WHY NOT HgyE-A—GO HERE ?

What is the origin of "T0 HIT THE NAIL ON THE HEAD"; and

how and where did this one :riseg— "I DON'T CARE A REP“ ?

You are invited to splash your erudition across a page of the

0.3. by sending us your answers; on a p.c. please. -

QNOTHER

A wonderful place — Le Court.

Ev'ry perfection is sought.

The secret? I'll tell —

AND ANOTHER

Our Johnny writes stories galore,

And may supply many more;

If Johnny persists -

AND STELL ANOTHEK FOR STILL HIGHER EXPLOITS

'There is a famous v.0;

Not always easy to see:

But ..............n............

30000.5IIOCQOIOIOOGQQCDQCOOUOuI

So, will you ylease Send us the results of your

inspirations by coleeting the lines of these Lims,

with the glittering prOSpeCt of Lublication as merit

deserves and Space allows.
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CORRESPONDENCE

"Killababa",

Mattaringo,

Uski, Indie.

Deer Sydney,

Here is my promised letter from Mattaringe, the first

I have written since my attointnent as Minister of Insyection

for the Promotion of Internal Relations in External Affairs

for All Perties'dencerned with the General Welfare of Special

citizeHSHip devoted to the cause of Human Progress, and the

Highest itteinnent of Persistent Service. As.you see, I shall

soon be in the thick of it. My first assignment was a visit

which will interest you, and readers of the 0.9. The place is

called "The Institute of the Upper Urge through the Deeper
Breath". The government believe it is the first stey to peace

in the Middle East.

Several hardened disturbers of Law and Order in my zone

have become law-abiding citizens since their expansion—capacity
of the Midriff was effected. There's no doubt about it Sydney,
"deeLer breathing" is on the right road to the grand solution

for Asiatics. The Gaza strip is my next hop, but longer '
breathing Spaces are needed there for the deeper breathing

exercises. As a result of the affectionate treatment of

B and K in ycur part of the Commonwealth, I have received an
invitation to give a lecture in the Kremlin on “The Eenetreting
Influences of the Deeper Breath."

sydney, the world is fixing its faith in the deetly—

breathing hone of salvation. Iron screens are lifting. Soon
we shall all be kissing. And in this universal embrace the
"DeeLer—Breathing“ will take its rightful place on the Front

1 Bench Of EERFECT LOVE FOR ALL CONCERNED: and What's more —

FOR EVEEMORE.

Give a DecL-Breather—eheerie to :11 C.S. readers, who are,

of course, subscribers, and acceyt a special same for yourself.

Yours to a Deep—Breath,

*B.Bright.
A Footnote from the Raft. '

While We are deeply grateful for this optimistic
information end assuranCe for World Peace, it is only fair for

us to warn our readers that the "Deeper Breath" is not the
only Penacee on the market. No less e_light than’Aldous
Huxley illumines our future with news about the recent
agreerance of the "Happiness Pill”, on which we may dilate end

4
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.
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_
_
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_
_
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delight in our next issue. Then, We must not degreciate

the brotherly effects of International football, and, in one

Special case of strained relations, the tranquilising results

of an order received in this country for 50,000 Door Handles.
To show preper styreciation of that generous gesture for a

lasting Peace, Would the Utopia become a fait accomgli by a

return order for the same number of vodkssT" No stone should be
left unturned, no avenue closed to make a frantic effort to

prove once and for all that men is still considered to be, as

well as called by the beat authorities,'HomO Sapiens,' in spite

of the widesyreed evidence which raises a doubt about that

claim. some talk about a direct and narrow bath to but the

crooked ways straight and the rough ways Llain. But hUW many
went to go straight and look tlain in this age of Light and
Liberty, and other ODDS AND ENDS of their own?

 

THIS MOLLY hGnIN

You have committed yourself to the following words

(No.1, Vol.II) ending with a query which I, personally, for

various reasons, e.g. age, status, aypeerance, present

prospects and future bores, accept as no less than a direct

and downright challenge. You declare - "Molly is running

short of yerts of the human body to be decorated, washed,

brushed, dry—cleaned, etc. I have suggested treatment for

hard skin and corns, but was not looked on with ayprovel. Has

anyone any suggestions?"

sir: - Yes, I have. And I wish to report with emphatic

gropulsion thet I have been on the verge of a personality

breakdown for shorter than I dare to state, longing to answer

that very question: in feet, ever since I caught the first

glimpse of your feshion~lady, and, after that memorable event,

have been captivated, enthralled, and not infrequently,

rectangulerly forebent and letitudinally reverted by the

super-eminent penetrations released in all her contributions

to your Lrodigeous periodical since it first shot its rays of

relief through the gloom of our Nuclear Age. That Lersistent

our—and-overflow of professional erudication is surely a

remarkable trmumph for any writer on any subject, under any

circumstances, over any obstacle, and through any kind of

climaticol and temyeramentul weather. Long may she flourish,
and long may hersartoriul and costumierian commentaries enlight-

en and enliven the pages of the CHESHIRE SMIEE. Goodness kn0W33
A lot of us need them. Take myself. I have not lassed Woollens,

or Harvey & Nichols in Knightsbridge or, simpsons in Iiccedilly,

or any other of the tjy~toyest chic-shops for ages, with the  
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TEE IDEAL DOCTOR

Inquiries must be made at Petersfield Hosyital before

it can be confirmed that Joe Pincombe said he laughed for

several days after his oLeration and couldn't help doing so

as the doctor had him in stitches. But now that he has

haLpily recovered and returned does not mean he never has

another attack of his usual risibility.

LA POLITESSE AGAIN.

._ 0 .. O .. O —

And Ehyllis Trow put it rather ambiguously by firmly

upholding a courtesy observance of former days "When,"said she,

- looking deeply demure, "a lady and gentlemen walk together on

the public pathway, the lady should always walk INSIDE_the

gentleman."
'

 

CHARITY

by

EM

Helping at a social charity function is always a delicate

affair because half the people who Latronise such things

aren't interested in charity at all but merely in social

splendour. But it can be exciting nevertheless. '

I never thought that I was the least bit interested in

some obscure hostitsl scheme - but it seemed that I was for I

found myself with two tickets, a willing partner and a

determination to have a good time.

It was a very grand affair. White ties, decorations (yes,

a remote royalty had promised to attend) an exclusive fuggy

atmosphere, sickly food and indifferent drink (this was

included in the Lrice of the ticket so you took what.was

given to you).

The ball room was packed. The guests decided that it was

a good show because there were so many Leogle there that you

couldn't yossibly dance (this is thehall mark of a successful

ball). The honorary organiser looked flushed and darted

hither and thither seemingly attending to ingortant late

arrivals and giving contradictory instructions to her irmada of

voluntary helpers. Rush and bustle everywhere. Oh yes, it was

a grand success.  
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She saw me and asked me if I would be an angel. Doubting

m abilit to transform myself even for charity, so rapid y,

Iyassuredyher that I would give her human help if thut would

help bridge the gap, It would, decidedly.

In confidence I was told that the Honourable Mrs. syifkinsde Quelquechose was actually coming to the bell — more she waspsychic and.had generously offered her powers to the cause ofcharity. -She would act as Lallreeder and fortune teller.Feverishly a cardboard notice'board'hod teen tainted in boldblock letters announcing that a "Well known Society woman
tells fortunes." A screen was found and put ui in a discreetcorner. "Well known Society women" was in the fortune tellingbusiness.

.My part? To chese‘eround the-ballroom selling halfwerowntickets to charitably minded young men. NiCe little pinkstickets that entitled the holder to have his, or her, Lolm readby the well—known society women. It was a clever thought — lotsof beetle wanted to have their palms read.

Many little pink tickets changed hands for nice silveryhalf-crowns. ,Having got rid of the last ticket I took the
heavily laden beg,back to the honorsry organiser who was stillorganising late comers and still issuing contradictoryinstructions. she was delighted-to see me. Decided to informthe Well-known society woman that she must be pretared for abusy evening. Vast numbers of tickets had been sold, the firstseekers after knowledge of the future would be calling at thesecluded corner behind the screen at any moment now.

the screen. Her chair and little table were there — eo_WES hernote — "its been a lovely party, I'm tired, I've gone home.malnutritieISpifkins de Quelquechosc.“
' '

The Honourable MrS.Spifkins dc ouelquechose was not behind

That was all. Or nearly all. I could hardly remember allto whom I had Sold tickets, but they remembered me so I sientthe entire evening chasing from one extremity of the ballroomto the other endeavouring to escaie from someone who wanted tohave their fortune told by the'well—known society woman.

The Honourable Mrs. Slifkins do Quelquechosc was‘Lsychicenough to sense the crowds who wanted to see her — its a yityIrm not, or I night more often have senSed the epyroech of myonce willing victims. '

BUT PLEASE READ ON__________________
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.; . ‘31 features degends ugon the

n i " y as needs arise and as hotcs
are entertains” nose ehtuld receive Lriority. The
feminine nose, ly clone to take care of itself, morning
as well as night, flCCLLth as a stable object of beauty and a joy
for ever (or otherwise) belongs to e former yeriod of masculine
exiectetions and discgtointmente. But not 40 There is now
no excuse whatever for bro—teenagers to be blighted With future
neurotic frustrations just because of juvenile nose repressions.

  

 

 

A cross—section inquiry among pro—teenagers, not yet

published as a "Pink Pater" will make the startling and unsuspected
revelation that young girls still attending school, do actually
powder their noses without the consent of their garcnts. The
reasons they give for that advanced but surreptitious practice
are entirely irrefutable. Theyshrilly maintain that once the
nosey dabbing is done, their sub-EGO makes a mighty bound on to
the visible suLerficies of the EGO. In the space of a few
moments, with half a dozen rapid flicks of the fingers, even
without the usual certainty yrovided by a mirror, every subliminal
remnant of potential exhibition becomes a jet—fighter of colecte
self-confidence. A dull, dismal day at dreary deals burstsinte
the brilliant sunshine of larks not over head, but gust later,
in the play ground estecially when the Company is e coaeducoted
one. when forced to meet work, or preferably one of‘the male
section of that etyortumity, silly shyn ss flees before cute
coyness; and, at that =‘ liberztien of tho 390 reaches
its really ever host , not e71, irr +- k as it is,
girls also stee‘ effect of t I; —;owdered
nose on every sub; — the cum Eculum of co—cduoetion culture
study is ”simply tremendous". ”Horrid maths" (servos them right",
they say, that's jt-t wh.t they are"), but nfter the ”bro—Cab"
what? Just jolly games with funny figures;bothering bits and
bobs of botany are :ransformcd into worlds of exciting adventure
through leafy woods m_d sylvan Sales. Then * ‘v by. Ah!
All these do ty grgyhs anj silly names of L]? , » I vanish
' c end romantic scents of journey :y lzrw see and
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i, . elf, dear?” "Den-u be absurd. He till be tall,
dark and during .... Come, darling, let me whisper - And very,
very rich!”

 

Mind the children's noses when ready for the dubs.

But if they are adamant to lay it on thick, it is no use
threatening them with - "sweetest chick, if you do it like that,
you will never be looked—uL—to." because the chick will only
say ~ "Meme, you funny old thinc. I would rather be looked roundat than looked u} to.“ It is hard to be left behind.
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BUT ALL IS WELL

"Have you got the toothache?" That Was the trembling query

a sweet observer symyathetically asked Johnny Ray, once ulon a

time, but nobody knows how long ago, as he sat at table eating

the equivalent of his eurds and whey. With tWO half turns Of

the head, Johnny indicated that the answer was in the negative.

But it Was tranSparent to the sweet observer that the deer

’fellow was in a state of doubt, if not of distresszand for the sake

bio brevitf it can be simply stoted that his countenance was

clouded with the shadow of a frown. "Then, " whistered the

sweet observer,"is it something on your mind?" Johnny nodded in

the affirmative. The SWCet observer received a thrill of joy

at the prospect of lifting a load from_e mind, because she -

it was 3 she of course, — had once been a Tawny 0W1 and was

still anxious to do the one good deed of the day.‘ Eut, just.‘

~at this exciting moment, as always hcpgens in dramatic situations

of olerming events in life, another person agpeered on the scene

to divert the drama into another channel so_to speak. In the

etwinkling of an eye, as well as with a twinkle in one, the

kindly Sister discovered that besides the something on the mind

there was also a something in the mouth, and it was‘the,mouth .

which exhlained the mind. By dint of diLlomatic devices

known exclusively to Sisters—in—Charge, and cautiously applied

when dealing with what are prefessionelly termed "speciel.cases",

Johnny divulged the imiortent information that the something in

the mouth was from something on his Lists, which — that is, the-

something in the mouth — refused to enter his guttersl Gap of

Belfort and continue its journey into the interior. Johnny did

not quote that geogreyhical illustration to elucidate his

imLediment. He simply said — "summat from snmmet stuck somewhere“.

For one short moment the culinary reputation of Le Court seemed to

stand in jeopardy: only until Sister assured JOhnny and the anxious

witnesses of the enigmatic ccnversatiOn in the dining room that

the something on the plate just consumed was a something straight

from the renowned Mrs. Boston's famous Cookery Book. Where upon

Johnny gave one gentle gulp of serene.resignation, the crumgled

crevices on his countenance dissolved into sunny smiles of

profound incredulity, and as he steered his wheels to join the

happy family in the hall, another memorable sentenCe fell from

his lips — "Well, all I says is: I have swallowed a chunk of

the cover of that there Cookery Book.

Xes: All is well!
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ANOTHER SILVER LINING

O

A.Simpleton.

The 0.3. is interested. jhat about Juvenile Delinquency?

All the dear dads and mupsie mums whose.rosy—chcoked and dimple”—

chinned cff4srrin5s are not always sweet and lovely chips off the

old bloCks. Or, are the J,Ds just what they are because they are

what they are. Well, its quite single. Take an apple duleing.

Somebody says that's this — its only half baked?fi Mum murmurs.

"Not my fault. They didn't learn us apyle dumylings for our

certificate." Now, a sausage: Somebody groans — "I feel a bit

funny after that one.‘l Mum ocans "I didn't make it. Goodness

knows what was in it."

Dear little kiddies. you really ought to be yrcyerly baked

and made of the right stuff, shouldn't you? But make allowances.

Your poor dads and nuns were not baked in an Age Steve nor fed

on nice vitamins. Perhaps orange juice will help; and there

are always evening classes to Lrepare you for the O.B.E. A
glorious future lies ahead of you — coloured T.V, wider roads,

Treble-chances; and, if you can manuge to live long enough, a

nice cosy postufab in an avenue, or, a far—distant view flat on

a twenty—fourth floor: Thumbs up, darlings. Oh! and don't'

forget - a refrigerator: The ”Cheshire Smile” is with you all

the way.

 

1:7 ..

A.Scrrbbler

Le Court would like it to be perfectly understood that it
is really interested in‘letters. The Commander, for instance,
must always entertain-great expectations and high hopes every
time the postman leaves his armful. And this periodical likes to
see more than just one or two at the time when subscriktiens are
due: .and, especially, overdue. But-a word first about the art
itself. Ales: letter—writing is no longer an art. Now it is
just a jet—progelled attempt to break the script barrier, and to
reach its base for another flight with yen and Laper in record
time. AS peotle become more anr more annoyed because there are
more and more Leoyle to annoy them, should we not try to make every
letter a burst of lovely sunshine to the reEEiVEr; and, if not
the perfect work of art of former days, at least, not a slider's
inky—footed crawl across the white expanse, by the sender? Take
two cases on the "art" issue. The first might have resulted in
the death of a person, and the second in the loss of a fortune.
What should be done to a doctorwhose prescription was token to
a pianist to be played for a birthday Lerty instead OfttO e
distenser for the cure of an invalid. A.direction for drugs
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used as a musical composition. Dreadful: ,Then you know the

need for care when sitning a will. A loving ever-devoted wife
was self—yropelled to the brink of a precipice because the
signature of her husband's will leaving her the weekly dream

Of all Poolites — £75,000,~ was decided by exLerts to be invalid-
It should have read — Willis Wallingly Wobbleyenn. It was
judged in the High Court to be a rapid pen-sketch either of the
Higher Alps or the Lower Iyrenees. Mrs.Www is still in a

nursing home. The possibility of these two cases have so deep—
ly uLset me that I must defer my comments on the' art; of
"letter writing" until my thrombosis disolves.

 

THE LATEST

by

'OBSERVER'

one of the highest if not the highest,and, perhaps,the final

ahhievement of modern civilisation is, undoubtedly, the Lroduct-
ion of that magnificent and mysterious presentation called

"Personality“. Aitenpts are always in evidence to define and

describe Personality, but all of them fail to hit the nail on the
head. They lack clarity, and some of them are inclined to make

lersonality far too easy on acguisition, much to the utter disgust
of those who have already arrived. It should be strictly noted

the Personality is not a term of reference to be stuck on to any

member of the community, howover highly exalted its station in
life. Imagine the shocking Eersonelity Circles if, for example,
a more member of the British Cabinet were introduced as a

Iersonality: or that ubiquitous person, ever in the Public Eye

day after day and night after night, addressing every class of

the community and visitors from abroad — I mean, of course, the

Bus Conductor. No: Personality is a closed shop not an Open
houSe. This recent distinction may be loosely and inaccurately

stylied by the Lroteleride to an occasional member of its

confederate but that assumgtion is regarded by the clOSed Shep

as an impertinent infringement of coLy—right: and further abuse

has a chance to spoil the game, to restrict this envied upgall-
ation from being Splashed about all over the place. Already 3009
touchy Personalities are on their tees to hit the ceiling. We

may feel obliged to Lursue this subject to the bitter end as it
strikes at the root of all human ambition, which is Iersofiélity.
Le Court is, of course, deegly interested because most concerned.

 

WE OFFER OUR IROFUSE AND SINCERE ALOLOGIES FOR THIS EMERGENCY
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/IRODUCTION FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTIONS DUE TO THE COMING FETE.

  



LE COURT

A community for the. disabled

fou Ilrl'uzl by

Group Captain G. Li Cheshire, v.c.. 0.5.0., D.F.C.

Some years ago Le Court, an old house looking out from a hill over :1

Hampshire Valley, was only a habitation and a name. ’l‘o-day it is a symbol

of a new hope [or the permanently disabled. the growing lullilment ol the

ideal of its founder“ Group Captain Leonard Cheshire

Le Court is now a home for thirty-(our patients 01' both sexes sutt‘cring‘

from a variety of illnesses resulting in serious disability. Although at first

there was no age limit it has now been decided to concentrate on the young

chronic sick : to otter them an alternative to the sparse existence amongst the

aged in the chronic wards of our .State hospitals There are full arrangements

for medical and ancillary services. The day to day running is in the hands of

the \Varden under whom is an Assistant \Vardeu. a Sister-in-Charge of the

Nursing staff and a Housekeeper. There are facilities tor art and handicrafts

on an ever widening scale, and patients take a significant part in running the

house.

The Old Le Court became unsafe and a new home had to be lound : it

was at this point that the Carnegie United Kingdom Trust decided to make a

magnificent gesture illustrating their t‘aith in Group Captain Cheshire and their

awareness of the social problem of the younger disabled. They agreed to make

a grant of £65,000 for the construction of a new and specially adapted Le

Court. This wonderful building in which every effort has been made to avoid

the hhospital " atmosphere is now in full use. It was formally opened on 2nd

December“ 1934. ' .

It is not bricks and mortar, however. that confer our uniqueness, but

the Le Court way of life : disciplined. yet humane and flexible ; non-deuom~

inational, yet quiekened by religion : not hopeless, but deeply imbued with

vitality and interest.

\Ve are not H unwanted " ; we have an environment where we can truly

live a life (not merely lead an existence), and take a usetul and happily

creative part in all sorts of normal pursuits

In a word. we are truly ” At home."

“ TIIt’ Chm/1111' Suit/1' " IS ulili‘zl. [\I [II/iii], Humilgi'il .(m/ t In liliiti'i! I‘lllin'ly Irv

[tiltn‘uls ill Li: Cull/1i

 


